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As a kind of visual form concerning a beautiful and harmonious construction 
relationship, construction art combines various modelling elements into a new visual 
form according to a certain order and rule. In the visual construction relationship, our 
practice of design, including the plane design, the architecture design, the industrial 
design and the clothing design will all be somehow affected by some factors. Since 
the differences are resulting from the visual cognition, one should comprehend the 
elements in the visual construction relationship in order to avoid the deficient visual 
effects. On the other hand, the beneficial elements could be used and demonstrated in 
the practice of design.  
    As a kind of modelling aesthetic rule, construction art does not only use painting 
as well as sculpture, but also displays itself in the building body shaping and space. 
From the very beginning, it equips the architecture design with the reason element.  
From the perspective of architecture construction form, this thesis intends to 
make a breakthrough in the architecture construction form based on the visual 
construction relationship. This study is to further my understanding about the visual 
construction form and benefit myself in the practice of design. 
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的 2‰，长度方向中央隆起约 0.11米，相当于长度的 1.6‰。古希腊人所作的这
些细致入微几乎无法察觉得到的调整，目的就是为了纠正视觉上产生的错觉感，
以使这座建筑更完美更符合人眼的审美感受。 
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